Pole power on the river

Happy rock hounds from the surrounds line the river banks in frequencies. Come polyline National Championships on the reef.

SUNDAY

HISTORY C2

LITTER C4

FIRST NIGHT C4

SAVING STEALS

WOMEN'S FRIENDS ARE KEEPING THEIR CANS, SAVING STEALS, AND KEEPING THE TRASH OUT OF THE RIVER.
Poling: Long before the paddle was invented, boaters used poles.

Before the canoe was the popular water craft, the poling canoe was the common vessel used by many waterfowl hunters. The poling canoe was a long, narrow boat that was used for hunting ducks and geese. The poling pole was a long, wooden pole that was attached to the canoe and used to move it through the water. The poling pole was used to create a rudder effect, allowing the poling canoe to be steered. The poling pole was also used to create a wave in the water, which helped to attract ducks and geese to the canoe. Today, the poling canoe is still used for hunting and fishing, and is considered a valuable addition to any waterfowl hunter's arsenal.